Selection of very small differences in bacterial evolution.
As the Science of Biology is constantly changing due to new discoveries and advanced techniques it is essential that a systematic study of the environmental causes of natural selection on microorganisms be conducted. Very small phenotypic differences among individuals within bacterial populations arise as a result of spontaneous genetic variation, but the evolutionary importance of these small changes is frequently considered to be non-significant. Recent in vitro experiments indicate that efficient selection of these very small differences may take place in environmental compartments where a particular intensity of the selective agent is exerted. Model studies based on competition between bacterial populations only differing in one or two amino acid changes of a detoxifying antibiotic enzyme (e.g. beta-lactamase) have shown that at a narrow range of antibiotic concentrations the variant population is strongly selected over the original type, despite the extremely low phenotypic differences in antibiotic susceptibility. These selective concentrations are expected to occur in precise environmental compartments (selective compartments). Due to the high frequency of structured habitats in natural environments, the intensity of selective agents is commonly exerted along certain gradients. Each one of the points forming these gradients (or intersection among gradients) may have a particular selective ability for a specific genetic variant. Considering the environment as a composition of an extremely high number of specific selective compartments may help to understand the existence of high levels of genetic variability in natural bacterial populations. This may be one of the clues towards the unraveling of bacterial evolution.